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 For PICOGRAM, we 

propose to adapt and 

operationalize NeMO-Net’s 

FCNNs that were developed 

for habitat mapping to 

conduct finer scale colony-

level semantic segmentation 

and classification (Figure 5). 

We will link training, 

identification, delineation, and 

identification of coral at the 

local scale to the satellite scale 

utilizing our existing CNN 

methodology in conjunction 

with NOAA datasets [4], [5], 

[17], [21]. NOAA 3D point-

clouds will be ingested within 

the NeMO-Net app. We have 

already piloted this with initial 

successes. However, mass 

adoption requires time-

consuming processing and a 

thorough analysis of all existing 

datasets. With NOAA’s 

specialists (MERC, MERT, and 

spatial analyst), a high-quality training set of identifiable coral within the regions of interest will 

be developed. Datasets will also be trained through the NeMO-Net citizen science training app as 

well for additional coverage, although we will maintain a well-curated dataset thoroughly vetted 

by NOAA scientists.  

 PICOGRAM will ingest all of the 3D in-situ models from NOAA into NeMO-Net, add 

new in-game tutorials for each new taxonomic class based on NOAA’s training guide for NeMO-

Net users, and process and deliver 3D semantic segmentation products to NOAA with a robust and 

randomized statistical analysis of error, comparing to NOAA ground truth data. Through a 

randomized error assessment, NOAA can directly measure the performance of the NeMO-Net 

algorithm as it pertains to its datasets. The CNN component will involve the development of a new 

3D-based CNN capable of processing 3D input with the objective to segment and delineate coral 

structures on the local scale.  

Currently, NeMO-Net’s finest taxonomic resolution is coral family (~190 globally) [5]. We 

propose expanding this through a duplicate CNN trained for each region to perform genus and 

species level taxonomic semantic segmentation. The end goal is to provide a time series of accurate 

colony delineations, such as in Figure 5. Experiments in this field have shown promise for material 

identification (3D data) as well as temporal change detection in crop yields (stacked 2D data) [22], 

[23]. The NeMO-Net CNN will automate the process of calculating percentage coral cover given 

local 3D observations, which we will correlate with multi-temporal observations made by satellites 

over the same areas (NeMO-Net already produces coral cover estimates and probabilities given 

satellite data) [4]. This approach will allow us to evaluate which rewilding efforts and strategies 

are more successful over time at regional scales, in comparison to in-situ observations which often 

 
Figure 5 -Coral colony change detection from NASA FluidCam and NOAA  
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